TEACHING WITH MAPS IN THE
ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM
Lesson Plan Guide from the GIS Research & Map
Collection, Ball State University Libraries

GIS Research & Map Collection
The GIS Research & Map Collection on the second floor of
Bracken Library houses over 145,000 maps, atlases, and other
resources. These maps are a valuable—sometimes historically
significant—resource that can be used to enhance lesson plans for
students of all ages in many interdisciplinary studies.

GIS Research & Map Collection: In the
Classroom or As the Classroom
Maps from the GIS Research & Map Collection may be circulated
for two weeks or longer. Arrangements can be made for maps to
be used in the classroom for semester-long projects. Individual
students or classes may also visit the GRMC to use maps in the
Collection.

Why are maps important in teaching?
The 2006 National Geographic-Roper Survey of Geographic Literacy delivered some bad
news about the basic geographic skills of young Americans. “Young Americans" aged 18
to 24 from the United States were tested on geographic knowledge. Respondents
answered about half of all survey questions correctly.
63% of the students could not find Iraq on a map of the Middle East.
75% could not find Iran or Israel on a map of the Middle East.
Nine in ten could not find Afghanistan on a map of Asia.
Half of the young Americans could not find the state of New York on a map.
In spite of months of media coverage of Hurricane Katrina, 33% could not find
Louisiana on a map of the United States.

Atlas Collection
The Atlas Collection on the second floor of the Library just
outside the GRMC has more than 2,000 atlases from around
the world. There are atlases about countries, cities, states,
counties, and atlases about specific topics. Maps in atlases
can easily be scanned for use in a classroom lesson.

Atlases Offer More Than Maps…

The page above is from a Thai children’s book, showing the English and Thai
language. The postage stamp (right) is from Vietnam. These images are
included in a section on Southeast Asia in the Facts on File Children’s Atlas from
the Atlas Collection.

Using Atlases to Learn about Maps

This atlas from the GRMC, Lost Treasures of the Pirates of the Caribbean,
includes treasure maps created by mapmakers hired by the pirates themselves.
These colorful maps could be included in a lesson teaching students about basic
geography and map-reading skills.

Learning with Maps

Students learn about the elements of maps using interesting examples:
Every map should include a title, a legend or key, a scale, and a directional
indicator. Use this map of Narnia from the GRMC as an example.
(Narnia, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Students can learn to identify the elements of a map and improve map
reading skills using maps from the GRMC. The images shown are some of the
unique scales, legends, directional indicators, and titles featured on maps
from the GRMC.

Using Maps for
Classroom Games
Use a map as the foundation for a
board game. Groups of students can
move a game piece through Africa by
answering trivia or map questions
correctly.

Print off the Africa Trek game created
by the GRMC and simply draw a
path that crosses through every
country in Africa—starting in Egypt
and ending in Madagascar. As
students play the game, they will be
learning the countries of the continent.
This game is available at
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/299/
A large copy of the map can be
printed using the large-format plotter
in the GRMC.

Map Searches

Teach U.S. geography searching for heroes on this GRMC map. Various heroes (from super
heroes to firemen to service dogs to Mom and Dad) are located all over this map of the
United States. Make a list of the heroes and ask students to identify the states in which they
are located. This lesson teaches students the fifty states and the qualities of a hero. This
map is available at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/300/

Using Map Skills in the Classroom

Teachers can assign students their seats by posting signs in the classroom, labeling
each row of seats by lines of latitude and longitude. Then pass out slips of paper
identifying the location of the student’s seat with geographic coordinate numbers.
The students may find this “mad scramble” for seats entertaining.
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Use a map of Springfield from The Simpson’s television show to teach
students how to use a map to follow directions.
(Guide to Springfield USA, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Cruising Across America

The animated motion picture “Cars” took
place on Route 66, the historic highway
stretching from Illinois to California.
Young students could follow along the
map while watching the movie.
(Get Your Kicks on Historic Route 66 map, GRMC,
Ball State University Libraries).

Marking a
Map

Hottest, Coldest, Highest Deepest is a book describing the geographical extremes of the
world—longest river, driest spot on earth, highest mountain. Teachers could read the
book to the class as students find the locations in an atlas and mark the spots on a world
map. Learning to transfer a location on one map to another similar map is an important
map reading skill.
(Hottest, Coldest, Highest, Deepest, Educational Resources Collections, Ball State University Libraries).

Teachers could use this satellite map of the world to show students how to transfer points on one
map to another map. Students could be asked to identify specific cities, deserts, and rainforests
numbered on this copy of the map by searching for the locations on another world map or in an
atlas. This map is available at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/301/
(Earth at Night map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Following Along: Map Reading Made Fun…

Students enjoy playing The Oregon Trail simulation game in the classroom.
Using a map of the trail from the GRMC, students can learn to follow along
with the game and search for landmarks and other sites on the map.
(The Oregon Trail game, Educational Resources Collections; The Oregon Trail map, GRMC, Ball State
University Libraries).

Following the Story on a Map
Teachers can coordinate
the study of geography
with literature and
reading skills. Even
younger students can
follow a map from a
story. In Anni’s India
Diary by Anni Axworthy,
the author describes the
travels of a young girl
through India. Young
students could follow
along with the story
using a copy of a map
of India from the GRMC
that shows the city
locations mentioned in
the story, mapping out
the route of Anni’s trip.

Student Cartographers

After teaching students to recognize the basic elements of maps and
map reading, ask students to create a map of their bedroom at home—
using a title, directional indicator or compass rose, scale, and a legend
or key. Students could also create a treasure map with an “X” marking
the buried treasure.

Cartography:
Creating
Custom Maps
After teaching the
history of a state,
country, or continent,
teachers could ask
individual students or
groups to create a map
documenting some of
the events studied.
This is a portion of a map of Indiana history from the GRMC created by a
sixth-grade class from Liberty, Indiana. A similar map could be created today
using computer clip art images and software. Other maps of native birds and
wildlife, U.S. folklore, famous European landmarks, or other topics could also be
created to serve as a culminating final project.
(Indiana, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Final
Project:
Canada

This map of Canada, showing famous people and Canadian inventions, was
created by the GRMC as an example of a final project map and is available
at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/302/ as “Canada map.”

As a final project, students could create an imaginary country—the
ImagiNation—and publish a report including…
Location of the country on a world map
Maps of natural resources, population, climate, topography, wildlife, parks,
transportation
History of the nation
Government organization

Flag and national emblem
Educational system
Culture: Music, sports, holidays, languages, art

Using Maps in Cooperative Teaching

Maps are a useful resource for teaching many different subjects in the
elementary classroom. Social studies teachers may wish to use maps in
cooperation with teachers of science, math, English, and other subjects….
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Maps are an excellent resource for teaching history. The GRMC has a
collection of both historic and historical maps that can be used for teaching
about world, regional, and United States history. This map shows battles of
the Civil War, and the GRMC also includes World War-, Korean War-, and
Vietnam-era maps that can be used to help students visualize history.
(Battles of the Civil War map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Mapping the
Underground
Railroad
Working in groups or
individually, ask students to
study a physical map of the
eastern part of the United
States during the time of
slavery. Analyzing elevation
and terrain on the map, ask
students to create a map of a
route that a runaway slave
could travel from a destination
in the south to a safe haven in
the north. Discuss the routes
chosen by the students as a
group. Then study a map of the
actual Underground Railroad
system available from the
GRMC.

(Freedom’s Tracks: A Map of the Underground
Railroad, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Incorporate these stories from the Educational
Resources Collections about the Underground
Railroad into a collaborative lesson.

Mapping
Tragedy:
Voyage of
the Titanic

The Titanic Reference Map in the GRMC shows transatlantic passenger
steamship routes, the Titanic disaster site, the wreckage search site, other
shipwreck sites, iceberg occurrence areas/graph, major ocean currents, and
locations of Titanic memorials. The map also includes deck plans, a cutaway
view of the Titanic, a comparative size diagram, and portraits with
biographical sketches of selected passengers. This map offers a wealth of
resources for teachers of numerous subjects.

Youth books available from Educational Resources Collections, Ball State University Libraries.

A Map of One Day in History

(Theater of War in the Pacific Ocean/Pearl Harbor Commemorative Map,
GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

…One Day in History
Teachers beginning the study of the United States’
entry into World War II could introduce the topic
using novels about Pearl Harbor. A Boy at War
(available from the Educational Resources
Collections) tells the story of a young boy in Pearl
Harbor on the day of the attack. A Boy No More
follows the same boy to California and deals with
Japanese-American internment camps. These
novels could be used with the map of Pearl Harbor
from the GRMC. Students could follow the story
using the map showing the locations of battleships
and other sites on December 7, 1941.
More advanced students could read Pearl Harbor:
A Novel of December 8. This novel depicts an
alternate fictional ending to the attacks where the
Japanese actually destroy more of the U.S. Pacific
fleet. Students could use the information on the
map to analyze which ships suffered more damage
in the novel and how this alternate ending could
have affected the outcome of the war.

Teaching History with the Digital Media Repository

Sanborn® Fire Insurance Maps of Muncie, Indiana, provide an excellent
classroom resource for teaching United States history. (Teachers can access
copies of the maps from the University Libraries’ Digital Media Repository at
http://libx.bsu.edu/ ). The Sanborn® Collection includes maps of the city from
1883, 1887, 1889, 1892, 1896, 1902, and 1911. The maps can be used to
identify the growth and evolution of industries and structures over time.

Students working individually or in small groups can analyze specific areas of the
Sanborn® maps to interpret changes over time, researching various social and
economic factors affecting those changes. For example, assign students or groups
one individual map and have the students analyze the changes in the same area
over time using the maps—a livery and harness and bicycle repair shop appear on
the 1902 Sanborn® map of Muncie (right) not yet on the map of 1883 (left).
Students could focus on the disappearance from the map of horse-related industries
and buildings like stables and blacksmith shops.

The same city block of Muncie on the 1954 map reveals modern
automobile-related features not seen on earlier maps: a gas station, tire
sales and service shop, auto body shop, auto service, and parking lots.

(Ball State University 1978, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Prehistoric Science
Students can learn about prehistoric
North America using this National
Geographic map from the GRMC,
North America in the Age of
Dinosaurs. The map provides
historical information and details
(such as size, diet and lifespan)
about specific dinosaurs that roamed
the continent.
A map of North America during the
Mesozoic Era is shown over a modern
day map of North America with
state, provincial, and national
boundaries. Students could create a
map showing in which states the
dinosaurs lived. With further
research, major fossil locations in
Indiana could also be mapped.

Environmental
Science: Teaching
about the Rain
Forest

Using the map of South America from the GRMC, Amazonia: A World Resource at Risk,
students individually or in groups create a picture book telling the “story” of the Amazon rain
forest using information and graphics provided on the map. A copy of the sample storybook
is available as “Alphabet book” at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/303/.
(Amazonia: A World Resource at Risk map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

(World of Wild Animals, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

GEOGRAPHY

Geography
of Africa

Students work in pairs or individually using the
National Geographic map of Africa to answer
questions on the Africa Map Search worksheet:
(As students look for answers on the map, they
will become more familiar with the countries of
Africa).
What country is bordered by Tanzania,
Mozambique, and Zambia?
List all of the countries that border
Niger:
What cape is located off the coast near
the border between Namibia and
Angola?
What country has three capitals?
What cities in Sudan are located on the
Red Sea?
The Africa Map Search is available at
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/304/

(Africa, GRMC, Ball State
University Libraries)
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Using the political map of Canada from the GRMC, students complete the
Canada Map Scavenger Hunt worksheet, filling in the name of the province or
territory described in the questions. A copy of the worksheet is available as
“Canada scavenger” at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/305/.
(Canada Political/Politique map, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

Using an Atlas to Study Western Europe
Teachers may want to investigate purchasing a
classroom set of the Goode’s World Atlas. This atlas
can be used for many class activities and is
extremely thorough and comparably inexpensive.
Using the Goode’s World Atlas, in this exercise
students follow the path of the legendary Santa as
described in the story, marking his locations on a
map of Western Europe. This worksheet is available
as “Santa travels Europe” at
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/306/
Teachers could create other stories for worksheets
focusing on other regions of the world. Students
would gain skills using atlases while learning the
countries on the maps.

Geography of the
Paranormal
Geography teachers can add interest to
teaching map skills by using unique
reference materials. Atlas of the Mysterious
in North America is an atlas that features
information and maps about sacred places,
earthworks and mounds, stone works,
haunted places, and mysterious creatures in
North America.
Students could use this atlas and similar
resources to create their own “paranormal”
map of a place. For example, students
could create a map of allegedly haunted
places in their home state using a blank
outline map from the GRMC. The student
shown is creating a haunted map of Indiana
called “Eerie, Indiana.”
(Atlas of the Mysterious in North America, Reference
Collection, Ball State University Libraries).

ENGLISH/
LITERATURE
This map of Indiana shows the
hometowns of authors from the
state.
Students could create a similar
map of the United States
showing the hometowns of
authors or the actual settings
of novels read by the class
over the semester or year.
This map could also be
recreated using the
hometowns of prominent
people from the state in other
fields, such as government,
sports, or historical figures.

(Literary Map of Indiana, GRMC, Ball State University
Libraries).

Popular Fiction on the Map

The Atlas of Middle Earth is available in the University Libraries’ Atlas Collection and
features maps from J.R.R. Tolkien’s books. The Map of Beleriand and the Lands to the
North and The Map of Tolkien’s Middle-Earth are available in the GRMC.

Imaginary
Places…

This map featuring scenes from The Wind in the Willows and the map of Winnie the
Pooh’s “Hundred Aker Wood” are from The Atlas of Fantasy. This atlas features maps of
numerous imaginary settings from historic and popular literature and is available in the
Atlas Collection.

Mapping American Folklore and Literature

This map, American Folklore, Legends, and Literature, created by the GRMC is an updated
version of a 1936 map in the Collection. The map features popular children’s books,
regional legends, and famous Americans. Teachers could create a similar lesson, mapping
the settings of the books read over the school year.

SPORTS
This map from the GRMC was
created by the National
Geographic Society in
conjunction with the World Cup
Soccer competition in 2006.
The map includes a description
of the history of the game
around the world.
Participating countries are
shown along with the
percentage of players per
inhabitants of each country.
The rules of the game are
described, as well as
legendary players. Soccer
revenues are shown, and past
winners are displayed.

Students could create a “World Cup Soccer World Atlas”
with entries for each country showing the participating
nations’ population, Gross Domestic Product, World Cup
appearances and championships, professional leagues,
coaches, and prominent players.
(Soccer Unites the World, GRMC, Ball State University Libraries).

The Geography of the Olympics
Students can use a world atlas to locate the sites of the Olympic Games on a world
map. More advanced students can analyze the locations and dates of the Games to
answer follow-up map questions:
Why were there no Olympics held in 1916,
1940, and 1944?
Name the continents that have hosted the
Summer Olympics only, the Winter Olympics
only, and both Summer and Winter Games:
Name the continents that have never hosted
any Olympic Games:
List three reasons that may explain why
these continents have never hosted any
Olympic Games:
Look at the pattern of dots on your world
map. In what hemisphere have most of the
Olympics been held—Northern or Southern?
Explain possible reasons.

The Geography of the Olympics worksheet is
available at http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/308/

Using Football in U.S. History

Introduce students to the study of United States history or geography by displaying this map
of current NFL teams. Ask students to take turns naming a city shown on the map. Then
discuss with the class the team’s nicknames and how those names can sometimes reveal that
city’s history. This discussion stimulates interest in the study of United States history and
geography:
Green Bay Packers (meat packing industry); Minnesota Vikings (Scandinavian history of the region); New Orleans Saints
(French Acadian influence in Louisiana); Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Spanish pirates in the region); San Francisco 49ers
(gold rush). Discuss how the names fit original cities like the Baltimore Colts (Maryland horse racing). Sometimes the
names can be combined with NBA teams like the Bears and Bulls of Chicago (Chicago market). Again account for
movement—Los Angeles Lakers (originally from Minnesota) and the Utah Jazz (originally in New Orleans). Which cities
have NFL and NBA teams? What does that reveal about those cities?

Maps for Exhibits…

Online Map Resources
The University Libraries Digital Commons page is an excellent resource for teaching social studies:
http://www.bsu.edu/libraries/viewpage.aspx?SRC=./lits/commons/index.html
Map Link is a map vendor that consolidates maps from numerous publishers onto one site:
http://www.maplink.com
Find geography lesson plans from the Geography Educators Network of Indiana:
http://www.iupui.edu/~geni/
Discover the newest information about maps and geography: http://www.mapping.com
Create custom maps of the United States at http://douweosinga.com/projects/visited?region=usa
and the world at http://douweosinga.com/projects/visited?region=world

Winter Olympic Games Sites

Summer Olympic Games Sites

THANKS FOR VISITING THE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES.

The End.

